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Pastoral Referral Plan

Our team of professionals recognize that a referral from a pastor is an opportunity to share in a
person’s journey in life and we hold that partnership with great trust. We also acknowledge that there are
those whose finances do not permit time spent with a counselor. Therefore, we do offer a reduced rate of
75.00 per session to pastors and churches, who would like to partner in the counseling process by sponsoring
a specified number of sessions that will be invoiced to the church for these vital services. Often times we find
that an individual may have insurance coverage, but with a higher copay or co-insurance. This can also be
invoiced to the church in an effort for the person to receive benefit for using their insurance, but with help
from the church for the copay.
At Agape, we are committed to providing encouraging, professional, and soul focused counseling. Our
mission is to “restore souls to health and peace”, and as Christ followers, we know that this vision will only be
realized as we create connections and partnerships that will reach those who need our services most.
If you would like to participate in this way with the team at Agape, please do so by providing your signature at
the bottom of this page, and faxing to (910) 399-6598 prior to first session or by calling our office. We look
forward to serving alongside you as you care for your congregation.
My signature indicates that I would like to participate in this agreement as needed.
______________________________

______________

Pastor

Date

My church will sponsor_______________ (# of sessions at 75.00 per session)

_____________________________

__________________________

Name of person(s) being sponsored

Contact phone number

